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Changing the language 
 
 
 

Genesis 11:9 Therefore is the name of it called Babel; because the LORD did there confound the language of 
all the earth: and from thence did the LORD scatter them abroad upon the face of all the earth. 

 
 
The story of the tower of Babel is a well known bible story, taught in Sunday schools and churches. But the deep 
significance of what actually occurred has been lost to most Christians.  But in reality, it marked the third major battle 
between the “adversary” and Elohim’s   latest creation the “Adamic sons of God”.   
 
The first defeat for the human “sons of God”, occurred when Adam and Eve sinned, and because of this, they lost 
their spirit covering, it died, immediately, the covering gone, the inevitable protracted death of the flesh began. 
 
Genesis 2:17 but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day that thou eatest 
thereof thou shalt surely die. 

The death of the spirit body or covering was one 
of the major reasons that Adam and Eve had to 
leave the garden. It was the covering that allowed 
them to be in Gods presence, because “flesh 
alone”, cannot stand in the presence of God.  
 
John 1:18 No man (naked flesh) hath seen God at 
any time; the only begotten Son, which is in the 
bosom of the Father, he hath declared him 
(Through the gift of the spirit). 
 
John 4:24 God is a Spirit: and they that worship 
him must worship him in spirit and in truth. 
 
This is why we have to be born of the spirit to 
once again be able to enter into his presence and 
be able to give true worship. We must have a 
covering of spirit.    
   

 
 
 
HA SHEM; The Name  
 

Genesis 5:2 Male and female created he them; and blessed them, and called their name Adam, in the day 
when they were created. 

 
The Hebrew “Adam” as used in Genesis sometimes refers to the first man, but also to “mankind in general. God 
called or defined his new creation “Adam”, Mankind.  When speaking of the first of its type, a name is more than just 
an identifier but carries within it the definition of a species.   The name “Lion” defines a species of cat. So does 
“Tiger”. Therefore the name “Lion” cannot be rightfully applied to what we now call a “grizzly” because that has 
already been defined as a type of Bear.   
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Genesis 2:19 And out of the ground the LORD God formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of the air; 
and brought them unto Adam to see what he would call them: and whatsoever Adam called(named)  every 
living creature, that was the name thereof. 

 
We see in Genesis 2:19 a certain principle about naming.  The naming process shows a “dominion” or command 
relationship/order.  And in addition it carries with it a definition or type. Adam is allowed to do the naming or 
defining of the animals because he was given dominion over them. But it is God who “calls (names) the light, the 
earth, the land and the seas and finally “Adam’, (mankind), showing his dominion and the order of that relationship, 
creator, to creation. It is the parents (creators) that “name” their offspring, owners that name or rename a boat or ship. 
This naming principle carries right through the Bible.  
 
When God wants to show that we “belong to him” he changes the Name/nature. Abram to Abraham, Sarai to Sarah,  
Jacob to Israel, in Moses’ case Osea to Joshua, Cephas to Peter, Saul to Paul, just to name a few!. For the Christian; 
our name is changed at the baptism of the water and the promise of a change of nature with the baptism of the spirit  
 
2 Timothy 2:19 Nevertheless the foundation of God standeth sure, having this seal, The Lord knoweth them that are 
his. And, Let every one that nameth the name of Christ (wears the name) depart from iniquity. 
 
Ephesians 3:14 ¶For this cause I bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
15 Of whom the whole family in heaven and earth is named, 
 
So when God “Called their name “Adam”, it was more than merely an identifying moniker, he was defining a new 
type. This type was not just “mankind but “Son of God” mankind. 
 

Luke 3:38 Which was the son of Enos, which was the son of Seth, which was the son of Adam, which was the 
son of God. 
 

Adam was created a “son of God”.  When Adam and Eve sinned, there was a transformation, a genuine spiritual/ 
physical change, the result was that when they procreated they could only pass on what they had now become, so 
from that point on, all who exited the womb, were born as a “son/daughter of man”, not a Son of God. 
 

Genesis 5:3 And Adam lived an hundred and thirty years, and begat a son in his own likeness, after his 
image; and called his name Seth: 
 

Thus the “original sin” problem can be seen more clearly as two problems one, a genetic defect of sorts, we are born 
without a spirit covering. And two we lost dominion of the flesh to Satan. The lack of a spirit covering could be 
likened  to  how some people are born without melanin and are albinos. The problem is we can see the lack of 
melanin, but the lack of a spirit covering by its nature precludes us from really understanding what we are missing.  

 
A deeper analogy would be someone born blind.  The words describing the colorful world around them, the blue of 
the sky, the redness of a rose, can be told, but true understanding can only come with the sense of sight. 

 
Once Adam and Eve sinned, we became incapable of returning to the full “Son ship” by ourselves. We needed to be 
“born again”. Because God had originally defined the laws of reproduction to be only “after his Kind” (Genesis 1:12 
-25) 

 
John 3:6 that which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit. 
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Changing The Language 
 
Men have crossbred different species to produce hybrids, a horse and a donkey 
produces a mule (sterile). A male lion and a female tiger produce a Liger (the 
result is significantly, gigantism and the world’s largest cat).  The offspring in 
each of these cases is given a “new name” because it no longer fits the Genetic 
description of either of its parents. In other words the “name” has been changed. 

 
Lucifer’s plan from the beginning has always been about “changing the name”. 
Changing the name you ask? Changing the name God gave when he “called 
their name Adam”, mankind.   

 
Genesis 3:4 And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die:  5 
For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be 
opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil. 

 
The name God gave us originally was “Adam (mankind) Son of God”.  We see in Genesis 3:4, that the Serpent 
(Hebrew: Nachash; adjective, bright and shining), told Eve she could change by eating the fruit to be “as gods”, in 
effect, a new name, a new type!  
 
So why did the Nachash, want to change the Name ?, One of the reasons is that the Title deed to the ruler ship of 
earth was given to what God had called “defined/Adam ” mankind, If there were no more “mankind” the “will or 
deed would leave the trustees in charge. 
 
Psalms 115:16 The heaven, even the heavens, are the LORD'S: but the earth hath he given to the children of men. 
 
After deceiving Eve, and after Adam disobeyed, there change of nature, barred them entrance into the presence of 
God in the garden. But Lucifer had just begun his schemes. He tried again to “change the name (definition of 
mankind, son of God). This time added to his previous reason was the knowledge that through this race would be his 
eventual downfall. (The coming of another special creation, the messiah) 
 

Genesis 6:1 and it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were 
born unto them, 2:  That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them 
wives of all which they chose. 

 
Genesis 6:4 There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in 
unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old, 
men of renown (Hebrew SHEM: Name) Literally “men of A NAME”.. 
 

The hybrid offspring of this union were “men of renown” the word translated renown is Shem, Hebrew for name, 
literally the text indicates that these “mighty men” (Hebrew; gibborim), were “making a name for themselves” or my 
interpretation “making a new name/definition, and that name was Nephilim (fallen ones), translated giants in the 
KJV. 
 
This was the second defeat for the “Adamic race”, the human “sons of God. It ended with God bringing the flood to 
purge the earth of these “new names” (see part 1) 
 

Genesis 6:12 And God looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted his way 
upon the earth. 

 

 
             A   “Liger” 
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Isaiah 30:1 Woe to the rebellious children, saith the LORD, that take counsel, but not of me; and that cover 
with a covering, but not of my spirit, that they may add sin to sin: 
 

Noah’s bloodline had not been changed Genesis 6:9 “perfect in his generations”.   So God started again.   
 

 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Tower of Babel 
 
The word Bab-el has basically two meanings; in Hebrew it means “confusion” or mixing. But in its more ancient 
derivation of Akkadian (the language of the people who built it) it means “gate of a god” or “gateway to a god”. In 
other words it was a meant as a temple, a place of communication to the fallen beings. 
 

  The person who founded Babylon and also the main force behind the construction of 
the Tower of Babel was Nimrod.  The name Nimrod as translated from Hebrew comes from the verb “marad”, 
meaning Rebel. His name from other documents appears to be associated with the fabled “Gilgamesh”. It appears that 
Nimrod or his Son Ninus (from the epic of Gilgamesh), is in all likelihood Gilgamesh the first King of Uruk (biblical 
Erech Gen 10:10), of which many independent cuneiform writings exist detailing parts of his life. In the epic he is 
described as part human, part god, in other words Nephilim! No surprise then that his name in the Bible means 
“Rebel”.  
 
A careful study of Greek mythology and many other sources identify this great hunter Nimrod/Gilgamesh as the 
Greek hero Hercules, whose father was the God Zeus and mother a human. In fact the word for Giant in Greek is 
“Titan”, hence Titanic meaning very large). The Titans were the “original gods’ of the Geek pantheon.  In Greek 
mythology the “gods” were always cohabiting with humans, and producing demi-gods, supermen. It is this author’s 
contention that this mythology has its origin in the Nephilim story. 
 
The name Gilgamesh has been found amongst the Dead Sea scrolls in the scroll fragment called “the book of the 
giants”.  It is reasonable to infer that he was possibly one of the new Nephilim bred, after the Flood.  Statues have 
been discovered that also depict him as a giant. 

   
 

Sin the Genetic defect 
 
Sin killed the Spirit, and then the Body 
 
And all the days that Adam lived were nine hundred and thirty years: and 
he died. Genesis 5:5 
 

• Genesis 10:8 And Cush begat Nimrod: he began to be a mighty one 
in the earth. 

• 9 He was a mighty hunter before the LORD: wherefore it is said, 
Even as Nimrod the mighty hunter before the LORD. 

• 10 And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel, and Erech, and 
Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar. 
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(See the Image): If it is to scale, the image would agree with the 
designation of a giant, notice he is holding a full grown male lion in his right hand. 

                                                                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Statue of Gilgamesh Found at Nineveh 
 
“Making a Name” 
 
The strange phrasing found in genesis 11:4 “…let us make us a name”, rather than “let us make a name” now reveals 
itself as meaning far more than just a desire for fame. Hiding in the translation “let us make us”`, the Hebrew “asah”, 
(translated “make, can also be translated produce, build, or “to bring about”).  Notice the reason that is given for what 
they are doing “lest we be scattered abroad”. This is in direct rebellion to Gods command to his children. 
 
Genesis 1:28 And God blessed them (mankind), and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish 
(fill) the earth, 
 
“Lest we be scattered abroad” The phrasing seems to indicate a fear.   Possibly because they would be a thinly 
scattered mutant minority amongst the now growing tribes of men. 
 
The Language of the Life   
 
Genesis 11:1 and the whole earth was of one language (“Saphah”), and of one speech (“Dabar”). 
 
Languages are built up out of words, which are in turn composed of symbols or letters. The whole purpose of a 
language is to convey information.  DNA, is the language of Life. 
 

 

Book of the Giants:  “Thus the name of 
one of the giants is Gilgamesh, the 
Babylonian hero and subject of a great 
epic written in the third millennium 
B.C.E.” 

--  Michael Wise, Martin Abegg Jr., and 
Edward Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New 
Translation, (HarperSanFrancisco, 1996) 
p246-250. 

 

Genesis 11:1 ¶And the whole earth was of 
one language, and of one speech. 
2 And it came to pass, as they journeyed 
from the east, that they found a plain in the 
land of Shinar; and they dwelt there. 
3 And they said one to another, Go to, let us 
make brick, and burn them throughly. And 
they had brick for stone, and slime had they 
for morter. 
4 And they said, Go to, let us build us a city 
and a tower, whose top may reach unto 
heaven; and let us make us a name, lest we 
be scattered abroad upon the face of the 
whole earth. 
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The book of life is written in our genes. The words of this book are the “codons” made up of three letters. This 
language is what specifies a species, biblically referred to as “kind”. 
 

Genesis 1:12 And the earth brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree yielding 
fruit, whose seed was in itself, after his kind: and God saw that it was good. 

 
When God created us, he designed the alphabet, the words, and the language, that specified, “Called/Named” the first 
man, a son of God.    
 

Psalms 139:16  Thine eyes did see my substance, yet being unperfect; and in thy book all my members were 
written, which in continuance were fashioned, when as yet there was none of them. 
 

“When as yet there were none of them”. Psalms 139 verse 16 speaks of this book that is created by the union of a 
sperm and an ovum; it contains all the instructions for what we will become. “Were fashioned when as yet there was 
none of them”. It was this language that God had to change! 
 
 
 
 
One language (“Saphah”), and of one speech (“Dabar”). 
 
Why are there two different words used?  Because two different languages are being changed! 
 

Genesis 11:1 Can be translated, “Of one 
binding, and one speech.  The revelation is 
that God not only changed the spoken 
language, but also the language of Life. 
The change of the spoken language forced 
men to separate and “fill” the earth as God 
had commanded. 
 
 

The change of the DNA language forced Lucifer to delay his plan of changing the name (human definition). 
 

Written with four chemical molecules to form a code or Language. 
  
      C - for  Cytosine 
 G - for   Guanine 
 T – for  Thymine 
 A – for  Adenine 

 
 When strung in chains or groupings of three (codons) they code for all 
the proteins that govern the operation of cells. And also for the 
development and creation of the cell themselves. 

 

“Saphah” 
 
 Definition 

1. lip, language, speech, 
binding  

 

Dabar 
 
Definition 

1. speech, word, speaking, 
thing  

a. speech  
b. saying, utterance  
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Genesis 6:3 And the LORD said my spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall 
be an hundred and twenty years. 
 
After the fall in the garden we see that according to the bible men lived for hundreds of years before eventually 
dying. This tells us several things. Firstly it tells us that although mankind had lost the spirit covering, the body that 
God had created was still very superior to the bodies we inhabit today.  Secondly because of the relatively long life, it 
allowed knowledge to increase at a tremendous rate.  Imagine if today people lived hundreds of years, Isaac Newton 
would still be alive, Descartes, Einstein nearly all the great scientist of the last three hundred years. Imagine how 
many skills could be acquired, it would be possible to become a doctor, a lawyer and engineer, an architect etc, well 
before you were 300 years old!. This is why God says the following; 
 
Genesis 11:6 And the LORD said, Behold, the people is one, and they have all one language; and this they begin to 
do: and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they have imagined to do. 

 
Inspired by the fallen beings, They would try to change the “name” and become like “gods” (the original lie in the 
garden).  This forced God to take his Adamic creation even lower (the first being death of the spirit and being subject 
to death of the body), so that “the body” could not easily be used by the fallen beings for their purposes of creating a 
new “name” in their image and in their likeness 
 
Very soon after the confounding of the languages the ages of men began to decline, this restricted the rate of human 
development until relatively recently.  
 
Genesis6:3 (New living translation)Then the LORD said, "My Spirit will not put up with humans for such a long time, 
for they are only mortal flesh. In the future, they will live no more than 120 years." 
 
Paul explains in Romans, God’s actions were not what his creation was originally designed for, but they were 
necessary temporary steps to frustrate the attempts to produce a “superman/god” in Lucifer’s image. 
 
Romans 8:20 for the creature was made subject to vanity, not willingly, but by reason of him who hath subjected the 
same in hope, 
 
What Paul is saying is that we were made subject to further decay (vanity), God did not do this willingly, but did this 
to preserve the lineage of the eventual messiah.  This “changing of the DNA language” had the effect of slowing 
down Lucifer’s plan. (See appendix). 
 
 
 
 
 
The Revised Standard Version makes it a little plainer 
 
Romans 8:19 For the creation waits with eager longing for the revealing of the children of God; 20 for the creation 
was subjected to futility, not of its own will but by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope 21 that the creation 
itself will be set free from its bondage to decay and will obtain the freedom of the glory of the children of God 
 
Now this verse comes into focus, and the explanation becomes clear.  This changing of the DNA language was only a 
temporary thing. The plan of salvation through Christ eventually will bring us back to the full Sonship. 
 
Romans 8:21  Because the creature itself also shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious 
liberty of the children of God (Restoration of Sonship). 
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22  For we know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now. 
23  And not only they, but ourselves also, which have the firstfruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within 
ourselves, waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our body. 
 
The plan to restore the sonship began on the day of Pentecost when God changed the language again!  
 
 
The wonderful and awesome majesty of Gods plan to return us through the birth of the spirit, to sonship is seen in the 
change of language and the “earnest” (deposit) of the spirit. The prophecy is found in Zephaniah 
 
Zephaniah 3:9 For then will I turn to the people a pure language, that they may all call upon the name of the LORD, 
to serve him with one consent. 
 
Acts 2:1  ¶And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all with one accord in one place. 
2  And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they 
were sitting. 3  And there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them. 
4  And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them 
utterance. 
 
 
 
for part three of the Sonship Series : The Sons Of Light and the Return of the King Contact below 
 
Here is a sampling  
 
John 17:6 I have manifested thy name unto the men which thou gavest me out of the world: thine they were, and thou 
gavest them me; and they have kept thy word. 
 
We now know from parts 1 and 2 that “name” has a great and profound meaning. When Jesus said this, he meant a lot 
more than J. e. s. u. s. He meant he had manifested the type, “son of God” , showing us what we had fallen from !, 
and what those who “are led by the spirit” are destined to become in other words, to borrow a title from a movie, this 
will truly be the “return of the King” and the return of Sons of God. 
 
For more information contact Mike Brownie , 1-269-208-2436  or email at mike.b@qtm.net 
 
 
 
See appendix on next page 
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Appendix: 
 
Scientist report that 98% of the DNA appears to be Non functioning or disabled. Everything that we are today is 
coded by only 2% of the available genes 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Scientist find that the “junk DNA appears to be a language or a code that has been disabled! 
Ref for article below (http://www.abc.net.au/science/k2/moments/s133634.htm) 

  
 
Simon Shepherd, who lectures in cryptography and computer security at the University of Bradford in the United Kingdom, took an approach, 
that was based on his line of work. He looked on the junk DNA, as just another secret code to be broken. He analysed it, and he now reckons 
that one probable function of introns, is that they are some sort of error correction code - to fix up the occasional mistakes that happen as the 
DNA replicates itself. But even if he's right, introns could have lots of other uses. 
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The next big breakthrough came from a really unusual collaboration between medical doctors, physicists and linguists. They found even more 
evidence that there was a sort-of language buried in the introns.  
 
According to the linguists, all human languages obey Zipf's Law. It's a really weird law, but it's not that hard to understand. Start off by getting 
a big fat book. Then, count the number of times each word appears in that book. You might find that the number one most popular word is 
"the" (which appears 2,000 times), followed by the second most popular word "a" (which appears 1,800 times), and so on. Right down at the 
bottom of the list, you have the least popular word, which might be "elephant", and which appears just once. 
 
Set up two columns of numbers. One column is the order of popularity of the words, running from "1" for "the", and "2" for "a", right down 
"1,000" for "elephant". The other column counts how many times each word appeared, starting off with 2,000 appearances of "the", then 1,800 
appearances of "a", down to one appearance of "elephant".  
 
If you then plot on the right kind of graph paper, the order of popularity of the words, against the number of times each word appears you get a 
straight line! Even more amazingly, this straight line appears for every human language - whether it's English or Egyptian, Eskimo or Chinese! 
Now the DNA is just one continuous ladder of squillions of rungs, and is not neatly broken up into individual words (like a book).  
 
So the scientists looked at a very long bit of DNA, and made artificial words by breaking up the DNA into "words" each 3 rungs long. And then 
they tried it again for "words" 4 rungs long, 5 rungs long, and so on up to 8 rungs long. They then analysed all these words, and to their 
surprise, they got the same sort of Zipf Law/straight-line-graph for the human DNA (which is mostly introns), as they did for the human 
languages!  
 
There seems to be some sort of language buried in the so-called junk DNA! Certainly, the next few years will be a very good time to make a 
career change into the field of genetics. 
 
So now, around the edge of the new millennium, we have a reasonable understanding of the 3% of the DNA that makes amino acids, proteins 
and babies. And the remaining 97% - well, we're pretty sure that there is some language buried there, even if we don't yet know what it says. It 
might say "It's all a joke", or it might say "Don't worry, be happy",or it might say "Have a nice day, lots of love, from your friendly local DNA". 


